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Abstract There has been a lot of research on OLAP (On-Line Analytical Pro-
cessing) systems during the past decade. These systems allow decision makers to
improve their decisions. Despite numerous multidimensional conceptual models,
none tackle the problem of analysing data extracted from text-rich XML documents.
These documents represent a lot of unavailable information for actual OLAP sys-
tems. Moreover, the implementation of such a system requires an adapted design
process. In this paper, we present an adapted “galaxy” model for the analysis of
text-rich XML documents. This model is associated to an adapted design process
and a tool that takes in charge all automated tasks of the process.

1 Introduction

OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) systems allow decision makers to gain in-
sight within enterprise performance by consulting and analysing aggregated histor-
ical business data [8]. These systems are based on well mastered techniques that
allow numeric centric information analysis [35] within specially designed multidi-
mensional databases (MDB). Nevertheless, according to a recent study [36], only
20% of corporate information system data is transactional, i.e. numeric data. The
remaining 80% (mainly text-rich documents) stays out of reach of OLAP technol-
ogy. This is due to the lack of adapted OLAP systems and methods in order to be
able to take into account non numerical indicators such as textual indicators. Not
taking into account these data sources may lead to erroneous decisions [36]. Re-
cently XML [39] technology has provided a large framework for sharing documents
within corporate networks of over the Web. Textual data in XML format is now a
conceivable data source for OLAP systems.
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Our goal is to integrate these text-rich data sources within an OLAP system. More
precisely, we intend to offer a complete design method for OLAP systems built
on documents. This method must rest on: a multidimensional model sufficiently
rich for integrating textual data; a design approach taking into account both user
requirements and available data sources (documents); and a CASE1 tool. From this
goal, several issues arise: 1) to offer a global solution that includes a model, an
approach and a tool; 2) to ensure the integration of all the information that is in
documents (content, structure and metadata); and 3) the necessity not to restrain
the user by the analysis of document data with only numeric indicators (document
contents being mainly composed of textual data).

Definition 1. We define XML Document Warehousing as a storage stage (e.g. a data
warehouse) adapted to handle text-rich XML document data and associated to an
analysis stage allowing OLAP style processing on non-numeric analysis indicators.

1.1 Related works

According to the authors of [10] two types of XML documents may be encountered:
1) Data-centric XML documents that are raw data documents close to database con-
tent, where XML tags are used to separated data as lines and columns would in a
database (e.g. logs, invoices, dumps of databases . . . ); and 2) Document-centric
XML documents also known as text-rich XML documents which are the digital
equivalent of our traditional paperwork (e.g. scientific articles, e-books. . . ).

We divide related works in two categories: multidimensional modelling and de-
sign processes.

1.1.1 Multidimensional Modelling

We consider four subcategories for modelling. The first one is related to traditional
multidimensional modelling [18]. A recent survey may be found in [33] and current
issues are highlighted in [34]. Multidimensional modelling is based on the concepts
of facts (analysis subjects) and dimensions (analysis axes). All these models, con-
ceptually or logically oriented, have been conceived for traditional numeric data
analysis and do not deal with documents.

The second subcategory concerns multidimensional modelling for the analysis
of data-centric XML documents. The analysis of documents like logs or outputs of
Web services has been introduced in several articles such as [16]. See [24, 38, 40]
for a more complete list of works. Although these articles consider textual data
through the use of XML documents, these propositions limit themselves to numeric
indicators do not take into consideration more complex data.

1 CASE : Computer Aided Software Engineering.
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The third subcategory concerns multidimensional modelling allowing complex
data analysis. In [24] the authors define an xFACT, a complex hierarchical structure
containing structured and unstructured data (such as documents). Measures, called
contexts, may be seen as complex objects. In [3], a complete XML approach for
modelling complex data analysis is presented. These works do not take into account
more complex text-rich XML documents and are limited to numeric indicators.

Nevertheless some works focussed on text-rich documents and the fourth sub-
category concerns multidimensional modelling for the analysis of document-centric
documents. In [27] the authors combine traditional numeric analysis and informa-
tion retrieval techniques to assist analyses by providing documents relevant to the
ongoing analysis context. In [17, 22, 23, 36], the authors present applications of
document-centric document analysis using a star schema [18] but still with numeric
analysis indicators. Recently, in [26], the concept of multidimensional document
analysis was introduced using an xFACT [24] and specific aggregation functions
inspired by text mining techniques but these are not detailed. These articles do not
take into account complex document-centric document properties (e.g. structure and
complete content). Moreover, they are no detailed adapted formal conceptual model.

So far, and to our knowledge, there is no proposal for designing and implement-
ing an OLAP system that allows document-centric document content analysis. Up
to now, apart from [26], research has been based on quantitative analyses, e.g. the
number of publications that contain a specific keyword. Textual data is provided
for the analysis through dimensions which model analysis axes and not subjects of
analysis, moreover analysis indicators (measures) are always numeric.

1.1.2 Design Processes

To our knowledge, design processes have only be specified for traditional multidi-
mensional models. Their goal is to implement a multidimensional database and they
may be classified in three approaches:

Firstly, bottom-up approaches are data driven approaches. Multidimensional
schemas are derived from the analysis of available data sources without considering
user needs. In [11] and [5], a multidimensional schema is built from E/R schemas
of the data sources, taking full advantage of the data sources’ semantics. But, as the
domain represented may be broad, this may require a great deal of resources and
time. To get round this problem, in [14], the authors provide a method for the user
to designate relevant sources; but, users have to consult the data source schemas and
they might not master them. In [21], Architecture Driven Modernization (ADM)
is used to derive semi-automatically a multidimensional conceptual schema from
sources. However, in this approach, user requirements are not much considered.

Secondly, top-down approaches are demand driven approaches. Multidimen-
sional schemas are derived from the analysis of user requirements. In this ap-
proach data sources are not taken into account. In [18], the author presents a general
methodology for managing decisional projects but with no detailed process for the
specification of multidimensional schemas. In [29], the authors present a design
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process that rests on UML notations. With this design process, the designer trans-
lates user requirements in a UML class diagram. This diagram is then enriched and
transformed into a multidimensional conceptual schema. But, without taking into
account data sources, it is possible to design inconsistent schemas that will lack
data in the sources.

Thirdly, mixed approaches combine both previous design processes, taking into
account both user requirements and data sources. Within this approach, user re-
quirements are translated into one (possibly more) “ideal” multidimensional schema
and the analysis of the data sources also produces “candidate” multidimensional
schemas. A confrontation phase allows the comparison between the different multi-
dimensional schemas and allows the designer to come up with a final schema. In [6],
the authors present a method that designs several ideal schemas. In [2, 7, 28], the
authors present a method that generates several candidate schemas. But within these
works, the confrontation phase may be tedious. In [20], one ideal schema is con-
fronted to one candidate schema. All these approaches are not formally described.

Some approaches, such as [37], settle for ETL processes (Extract, Transform,
Load) and focus on data integration but with XML documents, the handled data
structures are different. All these approaches have been conceived for models based
on the duality of the fact and dimension concepts and these models are not adapted
to represent analyses based on text-rich XML documents [31]. As a consequence,
to our knowledge, there is a need for adapting an approach and a complete design
process with different levels of abstraction (conceptual, logical and physical) is still
an open issue.

1.2 Objectives and contributions

The objectives of this paper are: 1) to allow the analysis of the contents of text-rich
documents and their metadata with the use of numeric and textual indicators; 2) to
allow multidimensional analysis of data extracted from text-rich XML documents;
and 3) to offer a complete solution for the design and the implementation of such a
multidimensional database.

The contributions are: 1) a model that allows an easy representation of the multi-
dimensional elements available for expressing analyses; 2) an approach that enables
the integration of XML documents within the decisional system; and 3) a tool to
ease the design and implementation process.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 defines a multidimensional model
adapted for expressing analysis on document-centric documents; section 3 speci-
fies an approach for designing and implementing a multidimensional database from
XML documents; and section 4 presents an adapted design tool.
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2 Multidimensional Model for XML Document Data Analysis

In order to allow the analysis of document-centric XML documents, several char-
acteristics have to be taken into account: 1) the hierarchical structure of the textual
data of the documents; 2) the content mainly composed of textual data; and 3) the
metadata associated to the document. Moreover, the model should not restrain the
decision maker by offering limited or pre-specified analysis solutions based on nu-
merical analyses. In the past decade, numerous multidimensional models have been
proposed, but none handle these issues (see section 1.1).

2.1 Conceptual Model

To answer to these issues, we defined a multidimensional model nicknamed “galaxy”
model [31]. The galaxy allows flexibility in the specification of multidimensional
analyses by not restraining the decision maker with predefined analysis subjects.

A dimension is composed of hierarchically organised attributes. These attributes
allow the representation of the multidimensional aspect of the data, each attribute
being a graduation of the analysis axis, i.e. detail levels or granularity levels.

Definition 2. A dimension D = (AD,HD, ID, IStarD) where:

• AD = {aD1 , . . . ,aDr} is a set of attributes,
• HD = {HD1 , . . . ,HDs} is a set of hierarchies,
• ID = {iD1 , . . . , iDt} is a set of dimension instances. Each attribute has a value for

each instance aD
u (iDx ), called an attribute instance.

• IStarD = {IStarD
1 , IStarD

2 . . .} is set of functions IStarD
i : ID→ (ID

1 )∗× . . .×(ID
n )∗

each associating the instances of the D dimension to the instances of other linked
dimensions through StarG (∀k ∈ [1..n], Dk ∈DG, Dk 6= D and Dk ∈ StarG(D), i.e.
Dk is associated/linked to D).2

Within the hierarchies that organise the dimension attributes, there exist two
types of attributes: parameters which represent a particular level of detail and weak
attributes which represent complementary data of a parameter.

Definition 3. A hierarchy noted HD
i or H = (ParamH ,WeakH) where:

• ParamH = 〈pH
1 , . . . , pH

np〉 is an ordered set of attributes, called parameters, which
represent the levels of granularity of the dimension, k ∈ [1..np], pH

k ∈ AD and
pH

1 = aD
1 ;

• WeakH : ParamH → 2AD−ParamH
is an application possibly associating weak at-

tributes to parameters, completing the parameter semantic.

2 The notation (I)∗ represents a finite set of elements of I.
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The galaxy is based on: 1) a unique concept of dimension that represents not only
an analysis axis but also a possible subject of analysis (namely a fact); 2) a gathering
of dimensions into specific groups indicating compatibility for the specification of
analyses with the use of these dimensions.

Definition 4. A Galaxy G = (DG,StarG,LkG) where:

• DG = {D1, . . . ,Dn} is a set of dimensions,
• StarG : Di→ 2D

j is a function that associates each dimension Di to its linked di-
mensions D j ∈ DG (D j 6= Di). This expression models nodes cz that may be ex-
pressed through: {Dc1 , . . . ,Dcn} ⊆DG|∀i, j ∈ [c1..cn], i 6= j, ∃Di→ 2D j ∈ StarG.
This represents dimensions compatible within a same analysis.3

• LkG = {g1,g2, . . .} is a set of functions that associate attributes together. Due to
space restriction, these will not be detailed (consult [31] for more details).

Note that each attribute of a dimension is a possible analysis indicator.

2.2 Case Study

This application aims at analysing the performance of research institutes. More pre-
cisely, we wish to analyse scientific articles and research project reports produced
by researchers. There is a need for two analyses: firstly, the analysis of research
articles published at a certain date, in conferences and by authors; and secondly,
the analysis of reports published by authors at a certain date. The result is a galaxy
composed of 5 dimensions grouped into 2 groups (nodes).

Let G1 = (DG1 ,StarG1 ,LkG1), where:
DG1 = {CONFERENCES, ART ICLES, T IME, AUT HORS, REPORT S};
StarG1 = {CONFERENCES→ (ART ICLES, T IME, AUT HORS), ART ICLES→

(CONFERENCES, T IME, AUT HORS), T IME→ (CONFERENCES, ART ICLES,
AUT HORS, REPORT S), AUT HORS→ (CONFERENCES, ART ICLES, T IME,
REPORT S), REPORT S→ (T IME, AUT HORS)};

In these research institutes, authors are described by their name, status (profes-
sor,. . . ), research team and institute (or company). Let the AUTHORS dimension
(noted DA for short) with two hierarchies be: DA = (ADA ,HDA , IDA , IStarDA), where:

ADA = {Author,Name,Status,Team, Institute},
HDA = {HA,HSt},
IDA = {author1,author2, . . .},
IStarDA

1 = {author1→ (con f erence1, paragraph125,date10), . . .}.
IStarDA

2 = {author1→ (date23,report2), . . .}.
Associated to this definition we propose a graphical formalism in order to easily

represent a galaxy (see Fig. 1). Each dimension is represented by a rectangle whose
hierarchies are represented by a graph. Dimensions are grouped into one or more

3 The notation 2E represents the powerset of E.
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Fig. 1 Analysis of scientific publications and research reports.

sets (nodes on the graphic representation) in order to represent the different dimen-
sions compatible for an analysis within a galaxy. The galaxy being represented by
a graph, these groups or nodes are called cliques4. Note that in this example, some
dimensions are similar to traditional OLAP dimensions (CONFERENCES, TIME,
REPORTS and AUTHORS) except that their attributes may be designated as analysis
subjects. The other dimension (ARTICLES) holds the complete content of the scien-
tific article, i.e. text-rich documents. Its parameters are composed of large quantity
of textual data.

The galaxy model has the advantage of being able to easily represent the textual
content of XML text-rich documents as well as their structure in order to facilitate
the specification of multidimensional analyses [31].

2.3 OLAP analysis with a galaxy

Within this subsection, we provide an analysis example using the galaxy. This is to
show that how the galaxy supports analysis specifications. These are expressed with
the use of adapted aggregation functions for textual data [26, 30], as well as adapted
multidimensional operations. In [31] we have proposed a set of algebraic opera-
tions for specifying analyses by manipulating the concepts modelled by the galaxy.
Through a FOCUS operation an analysis subject is designated and data is extracted
from the galaxy into a multidimensional table (mTable), i.e. a bi-dimensional table
[12]. mTables display a subject of analysis in its centre cells according to two analy-
sis axes (one in columns and the other in lines). They act as inputs for a closed set of
manipulation operations for modifying analyses (SELECT, DRILLDOWN, ROLLUP
and ROTATE).

For example, in order to analyse the production of articles, a decision maker
could make a simple analysis and count the number of articles by author and by con-

4 In a graph, a clique is a complete subgraph, i.e. every vertex is connected every other vertex in
the subgraph.
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Table 1 Left, the number of published articles per author and per conference; right, the same
analysis but with the top keywords of the corresponding publications.

Institute Institute
Author A1 A2 A3 Author A1 A2 A3

Name Name

ER 3 2 1 ER XML, 
Docments

XML, Data 
Warehouse

Data Mining, 
Clustering

SSDBM 2 - - SSDBM XML, 
Temporal DB - -

DaWaK 1 1 2 DaWaK Data mining Data mining Data Mining, 
ClusteringC

O
N

FE
R

EN
C

ES

AUTHORS

C
O

N
FE

R
EN

C
ES

AUTHORSCOUNT( 
ARTICLES.Document) Inst1 Inst1

TOP_KEYWORD( 
ARTICLES.Document)

ference as in any existing OLAP frameworks (table 1, left). But with the use of the
galaxy and associated operations, the decision maker can go further and analyse the
subjects that concern these publications (table 1, right). The subject of the publica-
tions is obtained with the use of an adapted aggregation function (TOP KEYWORD)
on the Document attribute of the ARTICLES dimension (i.e. the complete textual
content of the articles) and that returns here the two major keywords for each set of
article [26].

The following sections detail our approach that allows a user to create a galaxy
schema and then to load it with data extracted from XML documents.

3 Design Process

The objective of the design process is to allow the design and the implementation of
a multidimensional database modelled with a galaxy. But, several issues have to be
solved: How are user requirements (analysis requirements) translated into a galaxy?
How may available XML documents within the data sources be taken into account?
Up to now and to our knowledge, there is no design process that considers text-rich
(i.e. document-centric) XML documents as data sources for OLAP systems.

Due to the assets stated previously, our design process rests upon a mixed ap-
proach, taking into account user requirements as well as XML documents that are
in the data sources. This mixed approach uses an iterative process in order to refine
the galaxy schema. We defined three phases for our approach:

• Concurrent analysis of user requirements and document sources (steps 1 and 2);
• Confrontation of the outputs of the two previous analysis phases in order to detect

and to solve incompatibilities (step 3, 4a and 4b);
• Implementation of a multidimensional database described with a galaxy schema

and loaded with data extracted from XML documents (step 5).

All three phases are summarized in Fig. 2 (steps are numbers in brackets). The
designer starts by analysing concurrently the user requirements, producing a galaxy
schema (step 1), and the data sources, producing their description (step 2). This first
phase allows the creation of a dictionary. With the use of this dictionary, within a
confrontation phase (step 3), the designer then makes certain that compatibility is
ensured between both results of the analysis phase by comparing the galaxy and the
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Fig. 2 Left, the number of published articles per author and per conference; right, the same analysis
but with the top keywords of the corresponding publications.

sources. In case of incompatibility, the designer modifies either the galaxy (step 4a)
or the sources (step 4b) or even both and the process is iterated until no more incom-
patibilities arise. After a successful confrontation, the process continues by loading
data within the multidimensional database (step 5). These phases are described in
the following subsections.

3.1 Analysis Phase

The analysis phase is composed of two concurrent steps: on the one hand, the anal-
ysis of the user requirements (or analysis requirements) in order to specify a galaxy
schema and on the other hand the analysis of the available data sources (text-rich
XML documents).

3.1.1 User requirements analysis

The objective of this step is to produce a conceptual schema (a galaxy) as close
as possible to the user requirements. This schema represents the multidimensional
structures of the database that are used for expressing OLAP analyses. Question-
naires and typical analytical queries are used as input.

Typical queries represent the multidimensional analyses that a decision maker
wants to specify. They are expressed with the use of a pseudo query language. In
such queries, some elements (subjects) are analysed according to other elements
(axes) with possible restrictions: “Analyse what subject according to which analysis
axes for what data” (see example displayed in Fig. 3). The elementary information
of each clause of these queries is converted into dimension attributes of the future
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Q1: Analyse the number of references according to 
the name of the author of these references and their 
institute and according to the name of conferences 
where the articles contain these references for authors 
of the institute inst1.

Q3: Analyse the number of articles according to the 
name of the author and according to the years of 
publication for publications in a conference of 
interna-tional audience.

Q2: Analyse the content of articles according to the 
author’s name and according to the year of 
publication of the article for article contents limited to 
section of the type introduction.

Q4: Analyse the number of project reports according 
to the authors (name, status and institute) and 
according to the year of publication of the report for 
reports of scientific type.

Fig. 3 Examples of typical queries.

galaxy schema. For example, in Q3, the following attributes are identified: number
of articles, authors’ name, publication year, conference audience.

Questionnaires are the result of user interviews that will provide valuable in-
formation on the domain of expertise. More precisely, this information is used to
regroup attributes within dimensions and to organize them hierarchically. For exam-
ple, in the four previous queries, it is possible to detect several attributes that concern
authors and that may be regrouped together into an AUTHORS dimension: authors,
name, team, institute, status. Complementary domain information, extracted from
the questionnaires, allows the organisation of these attributes into 2 hierarchies (see
Fig. 1). This information will also allow regrouping dimensions into one or more
cliques (e.g. two cliques in the galaxy presented in Fig. 1).

The user requirement analysis step is summarised in Fig. 4. For the rest of the
paper, we shall use a galaxy schema composed of a unique clique and three dimen-
sions: CONFERENCES, ARTICLES and TIME.

Once the galaxy is created, all the attributes’ (parameters and weak attributes)
semantics are integrated within the dictionary for synonymy differentiation. For ex-
ample, there are two attributes Name: one for a conference, the other of an author.
The dictionary can be completed with words similar to those used to designate at-
tributes in order to fulfil its task of distinguishing synonyms.

3.1.2 Document source analysis

Concurrently to the user requirement analysis, the available data sources are anal-
ysed. The goal is identifying the different available XML tags, thus the elements

Questionaires

Attributes Dimensions
Typical queries

SELECT Top_KW(Paragraph) FROM ARTICLES
ON ROWS AUTHORS.Author AND ON COLUMNS DATES.Year

SELECT Top_KW(Document) FROM ARTICLES
ON ROWS AUTHORS.Institute AND ON COLUMNS PUBLICATION.Series

SELECT Top_KW(Paragraph) FROM ARTICLES
ON ROWS AUTHORS.Author AND ON COLUMNS DATES.Year

SELECT Top_KW(Document) FROM ARTICLES
ON ROWS AUTHORS.Institute AND ON COLUMNS PUBLICATION.Series
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Serie

Name
Publisher

Acceptance_Rate
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Publisher
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1

Fig. 4 Examples of typical queries.
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Fig. 5 Example of a document structure (“+” represents a cardinality of [1..*]).

of interest within the source XML documents (content, structure of the content and
metadata) and updating the synonymy dictionary.

To do this, the documents structure is used as input: the DTD5 , viewed as a tree.
The DTD is either available within the data sources or it is built from well formed
XML document sources. If only XSchema is available, it is converted into a DTD
with some information loss (e.g. data types). From this tree view, with the use of
the XML tags, the designer identifies: 1) the textual content of the documents (e.g.
the textual data that constitutes the paragraphs of scientific papers); 2) the structure
associated to this content (e.g. the elements that group paragraphs into subsections,
themselves grouped into sections. . . ); and 3) the metadata of the document (authors,
date of publication. . . ). The following rules are used to guide the analysis [32]:

• Content is held within elements usually far from the root of the document, i.e.
leaves farthest from the root;

• The structure of the content is the hierarchy of elements allows one to reach the
elements that hold the content data previously identified;

• Contrarily to content, metadata is held within elements that are close to the root.

This identification should be done in this order as once the elements that hold
the content are identified; the associated structure may be easily deduced. As to
metadata, it is in within some of the remaining elements. For example, in scien-
tific articles, the DTD is extracted and displayed as a tree (see Fig. 5), notations
are inspired by [4]. The content of the document (the textual data) may be found
within the element farthest from the root: Paragraph (4 elements away from the
root). The structure associated to this content is the hierarchy of elements below
ARTICLE CONTENT. It is composed of the elements: ARTICLE CONTENT, Sec-
tion, Sub Section and Paragraph. The elements below AUTHOR and PUBLICA-
TION (only 2 elements away from the root) represent the metadata associated to
the document (here these elements correspond to information on the authors and the
publication). The document source analysis phase is summarised in Fig. 6.

Tags from the elements of interest are inserted within the dictionary with syn-
onyms that will ease understanding. For example, paragraphs of a document may be

5 DTD : Document Type Definition, a grammar for expressing the structure of XML documents
from http://www.w3.org/XML
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Fig. 6 Analysis of the data sources.

represented by a tag <p>, authors by <au>. As a consequence, these tags will be
associated with the term paragraph for p and author for au.

The next step is to ensure the compatibility between the output of the user re-
quirement analysis and the document source analysis phases.

3.2 Confrontation Phase

The goal of the confrontation phase is to ensure the compatibility between the out-
puts of the concurrent analysis phases: the galaxy schema (translation of the user
requirements) and the document sources. Through a first step of comparison and
association, the galaxy and sources are compared and incompatibilities detected.
These later are dealt in afterwards. In the end, the user produces an association index
that will allow data to be loaded within the multidimensional database structures.

3.2.1 Comparison and Association

The confrontation phase starts with a direct association process that links together
elements of the data sources to elements (attributes) of the galaxy schema, see Fig. 7.
This phase uses as input the galaxy schema previously produced and a tree-like view
of the DTD structure of the XML data sources.

This is done by associating an element of the data sources’ DTD to an attribute of
the galaxy schema. To ease this process, the galaxy schema is converted into a DTD
representation. In this representation, each clique is converted into an XML tree of
elements and each element represents an attribute of the galaxy (due to lack of space,
this conversion is not detailed here). Both structures are compared and attributes of
the galaxy are associated with elements from the data sources. The association is
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Fig. 7 Comparison: association (for simplicity weak attributes are not linked).

done in a semi-automatic way as associations are suggested with the help of the
synonym dictionary. The user is requested to intervene if synonymy problem occur
or if elements of the DTD do not correspond to attributes of the galaxy.

For each association between an element of the source DTD and an attribute of
the galaxy schema, an index is updated with a line that summarises the association,
i.e. an XPath [39] expression expressed from the root element to the linked element
from the source and the corresponding attribute:

[XPath expression to the element]/[Element] : [Dimension name].[Attribute name]
For example, the elements Year (respectively Month) below the element PUBLI-

CATION of the DTD will be associated to the attributes Year (resp. Month) of the
galaxy. The corresponding association in the index is an XPath expression for the
element from the source associated to the corresponding attribute in the galaxy:

/ARTICLE/PUBLICATION/Year : TIME.Year
The association process continues until all possible associations between the

source elements and the attributes of the galaxy are done.

3.2.2 Dealing with Incompatibilities

Incompatibilities arise when an attribute of the galaxy may not be associated to an
element in DTD of the data source. Note that the data sources have been through
ETL processing and are already cleansed with no errors. As a consequence, the
handled incompatibilities are here are not very complex. We consider only two in-
compatibility types in our environment (although other more detailed types exist
[37]):
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• No data: the data within the source does not exist or the data is only partially
available (e.g. authors have their affiliations but not their );

• Incompatible data: the data exists in the source but it is incompatible. Incompati-
ble cardinality, buried within other data, incompatible format. . . (e.g. first and last
names of authors are together whereas only the last name would be required);

The last issue is less critical than the first as usually a conversion will help a lot.
In our environment, as long as the conversion may be specified with an XQuery
expression, the incompatible data issue may be solved. We thus concentrate on the
more critical issue: lack of data. There are two possible solutions to this issue: to
handle this incompatibility either within the galaxy or within the data sources. The
first approach consists in adapting the galaxy in order to make it compatible with the
data sources consists in removing incompatible elements, thus changing the analysis
objectives (see Fig. 8).

The second approach consists in modifying the sources to render them compati-
ble or, if possible, adding the missing data to the documents using auxiliary sources
such as additional documents or domain documents. In order to do this, the new data
must be compatible and there is a necessity for having a way of linking both data
sources together (a compatible key or at least semantic join without any synonymy
problems). The steps of the process are summarized in Fig. 9.

Two technical solutions may be considered for processing the data sources en-
richment. If modifying the data sources is conceivable, the new data is added to the
documents within the data sources. Otherwise, the new data is added separately and
a linking index is used between the source data and the newly added data (using Ids
for the links between two XPath expressions–one for the source data, one for the
corresponding linked data). In both cases a unified DTD view is presented to the
user, so that he will manipulate a unique DTD and not several.

For example, if the data sources do not have detailed information about confer-
ences, such as the audience, the series, the publisher (. . . ). It would be possible to
use complementary information such as those from the DBLP XML database [9]
and use this data as complementary sources.

The process is iterated until no more incompatibilities arise. The designer may
then proceed to the loading phase.
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Fig. 9 Adding missing data to the XML documents sources.

3.3 Implementation: Creation of Multidimensional Structures and
Loading

The objective of this phase is to create the multidimensional database that will be
used by decision makers. First, the specification of the galaxy schema is used to
generate the structures of the multidimensional database. Second, the association
index generated at the end of a successful confrontation phase is used to load data
extracted from sources into the empty structures of the multidimensional database.
The phase is fully automatic and will be detailed in the section that describes our
tool. The implementation phase is summarised in Fig. 10.

Once data is loaded within the MDB, the user may start analyses. Our design
process allows a realistic implementation of the multidimensional schema, i.e. an
OLAP systems that complies not only with the user requirements (the analysis re-
quirements) but also with the XML document sources. In order to validate this ap-
proach we have implemented a data integration tool.
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Fig. 10 Step 5: Loading source data within the multidimensional database.
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4 Data Integration Tool

The objective of our tool is to help the user in the process of designing and imple-
menting an OLAP system by automating some of the steps of the design process:

• The design of the galaxy schema (within step 1);
• The association of elements from the source document DTD to the attributes of

the galaxy schema (within step 3);
• The modification / refining of the MDB (step 4a);
• The automatic generation of the structures of the MDB (within step 5);
• The loading of data extracted from the document sources within the structures of

the multidimensional database (within step 5).

As a consequence, the tool focuses on assisting the user during certain steps 1, 3
(association only), 4a and 5 (see Fig. 2). The next part describes the architecture of
the tool followed by the description of its interfaces.

4.1 Tool Architecture

The tool is used to create the structures of the multidimensional database through a
galaxy schema and then loading data within these structures. The architecture of the
tool rests on six components: two user interfaces each with an associated process,
and two storage space (a document warehouse and a multidimensional database).
The two interfaces will be described later (see section 4.2).

The document warehouse and the multidimensional database are stored within
a ROLAP architecture in an Oracle 10g2 DBMS. The system uses part of Oracle
XMLDB to handle the XML data within the ROLAP environment. The document
warehouse is used to render the source XML documents available.

The multidimensional database (MDB) is composed of a meta-base and a database.
The meta-base holds the description of the galaxy structures and the database holds
these structures (relational tables) and their content data. Dimensions are denor-
malised tables and cliques are modelled by foreign keys. The multidimensional
structures and the associated descriptive data (meta-base) are generated by the user
with the use of a galaxy editor (see left part of Fig. 11).

Data is loaded within these structures from the document warehouse with the use
a data integrator that allows the generation of the association index by the user. This
index is used within scripts that will extract data from the documents to the empty
relational tables that represent the structures of the galaxy (see right part of Fig. 11).

Two interfaces, described hereinafter, assist the designer in the design and imple-
mentation process.
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4.2 Tool Interfaces

The tool is manipulated with two interfaces: the first is a graphic editor that allows
the designer to create a galaxy schema and the second is used to express associations
between DTD elements of the sources and galaxy attributes (see Fig. 12).

The galaxy editor is a graphic editor for creating a galaxy schema. The user
selects the elements he wishes to create (dimension, parameter or weak attribute)
and associates them together in order to first build hierarchically organised dimen-
sions. The user then links dimensions together in order to create the galaxy. Once
a galaxy schema has been specified, the corresponding multidimensional structures
and descriptive metadata may be automatically created within the multidimensional
database (see Fig. 12). Each dimension of the galaxy schema is translated into a
denormalised relation as in a star schema [18] and associated to some descriptive
data (stored in the meta-base). Note that this generation should only be done once
all incompatibilities between the galaxy and the sources have been solved. These
are solved by comparing the galaxy and the DTD of the source with an available
graphic viewer (XML Spy, or XML Doctor)6 , or directly with the use of the second
interface. In case of incompatibilities, the user either enriches the data sources with
XQuery scripts and/or modifies the galaxy schema using the galaxy editor interface.

When the source schema and the galaxy schema have no more incompatibilities,
the XML data integrator interface is used. With this interface a designer associates
elements from the DTD of the XML documents with attributes of the galaxy. (see
Fig. 12). Note that for each attribute of the galaxy, the tool suggest elements whose

6 ALTOVA XMLSpy from http://www.altova.com/products/xmlspy/xml editor.html and XML
Doctor from http://sourceforge.net/projects/xmldoctor
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Fig. 12 Screenshots of galaxy editor (left) and the XML data integrator (right).

semantics seem close to the attribute (this is done with the dictionary). Associations
specified are translated into links that will be used in order to extract data from XML
documents and load it within the empty structures of the multidimensional database
(see Fig. 11). We recall that the index is composed of XPath expressions associated
to attribute names from the galaxy. A script combining SQL and XQuery queries is
used to populate the dimension data. The XQuery part uses the XPath expressions
to get the source data and returns the data that is then inserted, with the use of SQL,
into the different relations of the multidimensional database (data types must be
compatible).

We are currently using XML documents from the INEX IEEE XML document
collection [15]. This collection of documents is composed of journal articles from
the IEEE published between 1995 and 2002, transcribed into XML and represents
over 12,000 documents.

5 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper aims at allowing OLAP analyses of documents. In order to do so, we
have proposed a design and implementation method of OLAP schemas from text-
rich (document-centric) XML documents. We have proposed a multidimensional
model that has the advantage of resting on a unique concept (a galaxy) and that does
not restrain the decision maker with limited predefined analyses with only numeric
indicators [31]. The dimensions, which are multi hierarchical, allow the representa-
tion of document structures, content and metadata as well as their links. Associated
to this model we have defined a design process that rests on a mixed approach,
allowing the design and the implementation of a galaxy. The approach analyses
jointly decision makers’ requirements and the data sources (documents) in order to
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provide valid OLAP schemas. A confrontation phase ensures the compatibility be-
tween the multidimensional schema and the available data sources. The schema is
possibly refined through an iterative process. In order to validate our proposition, we
have implemented a CASE tool allowing the design and implementation of galaxy
schemas. The tool rests on graphic interfaces that provide an easy representation of
the multidimensional schema and its associated loading process.

We consider three future directions. So far we have used a collection of XML
documents that is uniform regarding a single DTD. We consider taking into ac-
count more heterogeneous sources such as XML documents with different structures
(DTD or XSchema). As a solution, one could employ schema relaxation [1] as well
as dictionaries for finding synonymy within the different xml elements. Through-
out the paper, we based our approach on an existing XML document collection: the
INEX IEEE XML document collection [15]. Had such a collection been unavail-
able, more complex ETL processes [37] would have been taken into consideration
in order to build a uniform collection of XML documents. Another important direc-
tion would be to help the designer with semi-automatic generation of optimisations
that are required by the slow processing of textual data. These optimisations, (e.g.
materialised views [13]), would be generated as the galaxy is created and the data
loaded.
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